
Past Tense Present Tense

Bille B Brown 
Story 1 

is lets ate

wanted wants let

eats was takes

took
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Name: _________________

1. Read the story out loud:

Bille B Brown is bouncing all over the place.  She is going to stay with her 

grandma for a whole week!  Grandma is taking Bille there on a plane.  

How exciting!   On the plane, Grandma lets Bille sit by the window.  Bille 

wants to try all the buttons and games.  She eats her whole packet of 

mints before the plane even takes off.  

2. Circle the verbs in the passage.
Write the PAST TENSE of the verbs in the column. 

is

is

is

lets

wants

eats

takes

Bille B Brown 
Story 1 

3.  Go back to the passage and add the past tense of the verbs 
     Read the story aloud with the changes.
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Past Tense Present Tense

Bille B Brown 
Story 2

is takes moved

moves took was

peeks looks got

get looked peeked
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Name: _________________

1. Read the story out loud:

Bille B Brown is too excited to draw or read.  When the plane takes off, it 

moves very fast and makes a loud noise.  Billie is a teensy bit scared.  She 

peekes through the little window.  The cars and houses outside get smaller 

and smaller below.  It looks like a fairyland! 

2. Circle the verbs in the passage.
Write the PAST TENSE of the verbs in the column. 

is

takes

moves

is

peeks

get

looks

Bille B Brown 
Story 2 

3.  Go back to the passage and add the past tense of the verbs 
     Read the story aloud with the changes.
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Past Tense Present Tense

Bille B Brown 
Story 3

are writes can’t

have were had

wrote arrived felt

tucks was arrive

feels is couldn’t

tucked
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Name: _________________

1. Read the story out loud:

Bille writes a list of all the fun things they are going to do at Grandma’s.  

Bille can’t wait until they get there.  They have so much to do! When they 

arrive at Grandma’s apartment, it is already dark.  Bille feels very tired.  

Grandma tucks Bille into a bed in the study.  

2. Circle the verbs in the passage.
Write the PAST TENSE of the verbs in the column. 

writes

are

can’t

have

arrive

is

feels

tucks

Bille B Brown 
Story 3

3.  Go back to the passage and add the past tense of the verbs 
     Read the story aloud with the changes.
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Past Tense Present Tense

Bille B Brown 
Story 4

is peeks looked

moves takes was

peeked gets got

took looks moved
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Name: _________________

1. Read the story out loud:

Bille B Brown is too excited to draw or read.  When the plane takes off, it 

moves very fast and makes a loud noise.  Billie is a teensy bit scared.  She 

peeks through the little window.  The cars and houses outside get smaller 

and smaller below.  It looks like a fairyland! 

2. Circle the verbs in the passage.
Write the PAST TENSE of the verbs in the column. 

is

takes

moves

is

peeks

get

looks

Bille B Brown 
Story 4

3.  Go back to the passage and add the past tense of the verbs 
     Read the story aloud with the changes.
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Past Tense Present Tense

Bille B Brown 
Story 5

doesn’t squeezes go

squeezed went didn’t

writes are were

can’t wrote had

have couldn’t
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Name: _________________

1. Read the story out loud:

She doesn’t feel scared anymore.  But she squeezes Grandma’s hand as they 

go through the clouds.  Bille writes a list of all the fun things they are going 

to do at Grandma’s.  Billie can’t wait until they get there!  They have  so 

much to do. 

2. Circle the verbs in the passage.
Write the PAST TENSE of the verbs in the column. 

doesn’t

squeezes

go

writes

are

can’t

have

Bille B Brown 
Story 5

3.  Go back to the passage and add the past tense of the verbs 
     Read the story aloud with the changes.
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Past Tense Present Tense

Bille B Brown 
Story 6

arrived is feels

felt arrived was

tucks has tucked

kisses had kissed
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Name: _________________

1. Read the story out loud:

When they arrive at Grandma’s apartment it is already dark.  Billie feels 

very tired.  Grandma tucks Bille into a bed in the study.  The sheets feel 

cool and crisp.  But Billie feels hot and itchy.  She has a bit of 

tummy-ache.  Grandma kisses Bille goodnight.  

2. Circle the verbs in the passage.
Write the PAST TENSE of the verbs in the column. 

arrive

is

feels

tucks

feel

feels

has

kisses

Bille B Brown 
Story 6

3.  Go back to the passage and add the past tense of the verbs 
     Read the story aloud with the changes.
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Past Tense Present Tense

Bille B Brown 
Story 7

looks told woke

was wakes looked

says roll is

rolled tells said
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Name: _________________

1. Read the story out loud:

Grandma’s apartment looks spooky in the dark.  The traffic outside is very

noisy!  And Bille feels hotter and itchier than ever.  When Billie wakes up 

the next morning, she is covered in spots.  Grandma says, “It’s chickenpox!.”  

Big fat tears roll down Bille’s spotty cheeks.  Grandma tells Bille to

have her breakfast in bed.  

2. Circle the verbs in the passage.
Write the PAST TENSE of the verbs in the column. 

looks

is

feels

wakes

is

says

roll

tells

Bille B Brown 
Story 7

3.  Go back to the passage and add the past tense of the verbs 
     Read the story aloud with the changes.
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Past Tense Present Tense

Bille B Brown 
Story 8

ate called said

says laughed can’t

laughs calls eats

couldn’t climbs climbed

takes took feels

felt
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Name: _________________

1. Read the story out loud:

Bille eats up all her breakfast.  Then she calls her mom and dad.   Bille’s 

mum says, “Guess what?  Baby Noah has chickenpox too”  Billie laughs.  

She can’t imagine her little brother all covered in spots. Billie climbs back 

into bed and takes out her sketchbook and pencils  Billie feels itchy and 

scratchy all over again.  

2. Circle the verbs in the passage.
Write the PAST TENSE of the verbs in the column. 

eats

calls

says

laughs

can’t

climbs

takes

feels

Bille B Brown 
Story 8

3.  Go back to the passage and add the past tense of the verbs 
     Read the story aloud with the changes. claude331.wordpress.com

@msclaudias_bento


